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 FAIRY BOOKS   TEELIE'S MAGICAL FAIRIES 
 FAIRY GARDEN 

Sharpen your tools.  Collect your
seeds. Prepare your beds. It’s time

to plant!
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Tips for New Gardeners

Start small – Gardening can be an investment.

Start with container gardening if you want to give it

a whirl. Tomatoes and peppers will provide color

and produce to eat. Herbs such as basil, sage, and

rosemary can also be brought in during the winter

if planted in a container. If kept in a sunny window

and watered when they are dry, they should survive

the winter. Trim and use in your cooking.

Soil – Use the right soil for the plant. Depending on

the plant, you may need to check with the garden

center or extension service to determine if you have

the right soil to grow a particular plant or tree.

Areas with clay soils do not drain well and your

plants will have wet roots in rainy weather. Sandy

soils drain easily, but in a drought, the plant will

require more water unless the plant is drought

resistant.

Potted Plants  – Anything in a container, such as a

clay, plastic or resin pot will require more watering

than a plant that has been placed in the earth.

Depending on the daily temperature, these plants

will likely need to be watered at least twice a day.

Fertilizer – Not all fertilizer is the same. Read labels

and use the correct fertilizer for the type of plant.

Mulch – Mulching bedded plants helps protect

from weeds and keeps from water loss.

Raised beds  – Helps save on weeding and back-

breaking work.



Meet Qiana the Outdoor Garden

Fairy

Hello and greetings, my name is Qiana, and I am the Outdoor Garden

Fairy. The duty assigned to me from fairy headquarters is to ensure

that all fairies understand the principles of their gardening. I have a

tremendous green thumb and I’m a master gardener, so I was

bestowed this prestigious position. If you have an outdoor fairy

garden and have any questions, please click your heels twice, spin

around and say my name – I’ll be there in a jiffy!

Qiana's Designer Collection
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Garden Decorations For Indoor Or Outdoor Fairy Gardens

NEED A LITTLE MAGIC? – Wild Pixy’s fairy garden set of 13 miniature

fairy garden accessories is beautifully crafted to attract fairies, gnomes

and magic to your garden. Fairy gardening has never been so fun

from outdoor gardens to indoor terrariums.

GLOWS BY NIGHT – Mystical LED lights charge by day bringing your

solar powered fairy garden house and stones to life at night. This

collectible fairy house illuminates your imagination and your home,

backyard, pots, patio, or porch.

LASTING QUALITY: Your indoor or outdoor fairy garden accessories will

help grow memories for years to come. High quality and lovingly USA

designed as a set, our DIY fairy garden kits for girls, boys, young and

old are here to last and to delight!

Buy Now

How to Build a Fairy Garden
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1.  Select Your Container.

To create your �rst fairy garden, you'll need a large container that

will be the home to your miniature plants and of course, your

fairies!

2. Lay your groundwork and prepare the
materials for planting.

It's best to do a little research on what types of miniature plants

you'll plant in your fairy garden so you can prepare the

appropriate soil for it.

3.  Begin planting your miniature plants.

Add a variety of colors and textures to your fairy garden by

collecting different types of miniature plants.

4. Create your scene with fairy garden
accessories.

Your fairy garden can be inspired by a theme. You can be inspired

by day-to-day events and scenes or holidays. A fairy garden can

show a scene like brunch or tea time, or follow a theme like a

playground, countryside or barnyard, and more. You can even be

inspired by the changing seasons, such as Summer and Fall. Once

you decide on a theme or idea, you can collect fairy garden

accessories to make up your scene
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5.  Add � nishing touches and make sure
to water the plants.

To make your fairy garden even more magical, you can opt to add

accessories such as a dainty white picket fence that calls to mind

the countryside. Adding toadstools will lure fairies and their

woodland friends, such as butter�ies! A fairy sign will also help

them navigate your fairy garden. Lastly, sprinkle some water on

your plants to regularly keep them hydrated throughout the

season and make sure they grow nice and strong.
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Sed ut perspiciatis unde omnis iste natus error sit voluptatem

accusantium doloremque laudantium, totam rem aperiam, eaque

ipsa quae ab illo inventore veritatis et quasi architecto.
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How to Select the Perfect

Miniatures For Your Fairy Garden

We’re going to be looking at how to select the perfect miniatures

for your fairy garden. With so many incredible miniatures

available, it can sometimes be overwhelming to make a selection.

Read more
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1. Add a Magical House

Mini Mushroom House | Optional LED Lights | Little Kim World

Fairy Garden Home | Miniature for Fairy Gnome Village in Flower

Bed, Planter

2. Accessorize with Furniture

Miniature Tulip Table and Chairs - Fairy Garden Furniture -

Merriment Fairy Garden Furniture - Mary Engelbreit - Whimsical -

Fairy Gardening

3. Include Fairy Garden Signs

Fairies Welcome Sign, Fairy Garden Sign, Mini Fairy Sign

4. Create a Fairy Garden Path

Fairy garden steppingstones iridescent | stone garden sculpture |

fairy garden miniatures | butter�y garden decor | garden

sculpture
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1. Start With a Theme

Sweet Standing Unicorns, Miniature, Dollhouse, Fairy Garden,

Unicorn with Wings, Pink, Lavender, Gold Unicorn Horn, Flying

Unicorn

2. Add Fairy Dust

Magical Potion Jars, Miniature, Dollhouse, Fairy Garden, Fairy,

Fairies, Blue Glitter, White Glitter, Multi-colored Stars, Green

Wood

3. Select a Fairy

Miniature Fairy and Bouquet, fairy garden accessories, gathering

�owers fairy

4. Find Some Magical Friends

Fairy Garden Accessories Miniature Small Squirrel with Flower

Miniature Gardening, Terrarium Supply ,Miniature Garden Decor
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Idalis the Indoor Gardening Fairy
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Hello and welcome, my name is Idalis! I am the fairy in charge of

all indoor gardening seminars. I teach all the new fairies from fairy

headquarters how to create the indoor fairy garden, what houses

to put in, and the most important thing– why they should live in

an indoor fairy garden. Some fairies need to reside in indoor fairy

gardens due to the unfavorable weather. These indoor gardens

are becoming absolutely more popular and we have an over�ow

of fairies wanting to live in them. If you’re looking for a fairy for

your indoor garden, please contact me. I will �nd the perfect one

for you.

Idali's Designer Collection

Garden Decorations For Indoor Or Outdoor Fairy Gardens

NEED A LITTLE MAGIC? – Wild Pixy’s fairy garden set of 13 miniature

fairy garden accessories is beautifully crafted to attract fairies, gnomes

and magic to your garden. Fairy gardening has never been so fun

from outdoor gardens to indoor terrariums.

GLOWS BY NIGHT – Mystical LED lights charge by day bringing your

solar powered fairy garden house and stones to life at night. This

collectible fairy house illuminates your imagination and your home,

backyard, pots, patio, or porch.

LASTING QUALITY: Your indoor or outdoor fairy garden accessories will

help grow memories for years to come. High quality and lovingly USA

designed as a set, our DIY fairy garden kits for girls, boys, young and

old are here to last and to delight!
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$24.98

My Fairy Garden Unicorn

Paradise - Grow Your Own

Magical Garden!

Have lots of fun with Dahlia the

fairy, pebbles the turtle and

celeste the glittery unicorn! 

Shop now

$21.98

Project Unicorns

Unleash your child’s creativity

by letting them paint, plant,

grow, and personalize their

very own fairy garden!

Shop now

Buy Now
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All Things Fairy Fairy  Garden Decor

Fairy Garden Themes
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Fairy  Garden Goodies Holidays & Themes

Other Helpful Blogs

Enchanted Eight: Magical Fairy Garden Accessories

Relaxing Fairy Gardens for Mom

Gnome Themed Fairy Gardens

Creating a Beach Themed Fairy Garden

How to Create a DIY Autumn Fairy Garden

How to Create a Spooky Fairy Garden

How to Create a Spring Fairy Garden

How to Start Your Fairy Garden on A Budget
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How to Create a Nautical Themed Fairy Garden

Surprise Fairy Giveaway

Fairy Land is �lled with magical surprises and we want to offer

you even more! Every Wednesday Teelie Turner will be giving

away something magical, but you will never know what it is in

advance.

ENTER TODAY
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Teelie's Fairy Garden

4320 196th Street SW Suite B, Lynnwood

WA 98036 United States

Privacy Policy | Disclaimer | Terms and Conditions |

Af�liate and Earning Disclaimer | Advertise With Us |

You received this Fairy Scoop Newsletter because you

signed up on our website or made a purchase from us.
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